
Month: April, 2019

Theme of the month: Dreams and Goals Class: X

Value of the Month: Empathy

Subjects WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH
Supp Reader-A Triumph of 
Surgery,Grammar-Tenses,Writing-Story 
Writing,Novel-Ch 1,2

Supp Reader-The Thief's 
Story,Grammar-Tenses,Writing-Letter 
to Editor,Novel-Ch 3

Lit Reader-Nelson 
Mandela,Grammar-Subject Verb 
Agreement,Writing-Letter of 
Enquiry,Novel -Ch 4

 * * * * 

MATHS
Completing Ch:1 Real Numbers 
Introduction to Ch:2 Polynomials Exercise 2.3 Practise sums from R.D.Sharma book  * * * * 
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MATHS Introduction to Ch:2 Polynomials 
Exercise 2.1, 2.2

Exercise 2.3 Practise sums from R.D.Sharma book  * * * * 

SCIENCE

Physics: ch- Light - magnification in 
mirrors.        Chemistry: Ch- Periodic 
classification of elements- 
Mendeleevs periodic table merits 
and demerits Biology : Life processes- 
Nutrition in organisms.

Physics: ch- Light - introduction to 
lenses.        Chemistry: Ch- Periodic 
classification of elements - modern 
periodic table  Biology ; Life 
Processes- Respiration and 
Circulation

Physics: ch- Light - rules for obtaining 
images in lenses.        Chemistry: Ch- 
Periodic classification of elements - 
Trends in groups Biology: ; Life 
Processes - Excretorysystem.

 * * * * 

SOCIAL 
SCIENCE

The rise of nationalism in Europe
Power Sharing

The rise of nationalism in Europe
Power Sharing

Revision of Resources and 
Development
Forest and Wildlfe

 * * * * 

ICT
Ordering at restuarent, making 
resolutions, talking about change, 
narrating a story

Describing a known place, Lost item, 
an event, giving directions, 
recollecting an experience

Appreciating, attending phone call, 
registering a complaint, calling uo for 
an enquary

 * * * * 

II LAN
TELUGU

L-1 matrubhavana: Vyakaranam L-2 Amaravathi:Vyakaranam textual grammar  * * * * 
TELUGU

II LAN
HINDI

l.1.Bade bhai saheb
l.1.Bade bhai saheb explanation 
completed

textual grammar  * * * * 



Subjects WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

MUSIC 

Topic : Singing
Song  : Showers Of Blessings
Imp Terms : Use Pitch, tempo and 
timing For Vocals, Beat and Style for 
Instrument

Topic: Harmony
Song: We are so Proud Of our School
Imp terms: Group singing with 
different Voice modulations along 
with musical instruments

Topic : Ensemble
 Song : Make me {instrumental}
Terms and Procedure: Children will 
Play all types of musical instruments 
together

 * * * * 

DANCE
Demonstrate basic axial movement 
skills in a variety dance experiences

Use appropriate dance terminology 
to label and describe dance 
techniques studied

Perform  dance sequence  
combining various locomotors skills

 * * * * 

(G) Table tennis
Basic rules 
Fore Hand & back Hand wall practice

Physical Fitness:
Table Tennis Rally 
Defence and attacking

SEP

Basic rules 
Fore Hand & back Hand wall practice
(G) Throw ball
Basic rules,over hand Throw and 
recive.

Physical Fitness:
muscular strength, endurance, 
flexibility.

Defence and attacking
Throw Ball:
servicing , fouls in service, how to 
placing while servicing.

 * * * * 

ARTS/
CRAFTS

Knowing art, Art elements of Art:- line 
art, Unity or harmony , Variety , 
Balance , Emphasis

Shapes , form, texture, colour , value, 
space , 

Perspective, one point perspective, 
two point perspective, linear 
perspective

 * * * * 

VEP Goal Setting Process  - - - - Goal Setting Process  * * * * 

LSP  - - - - Self Awareness  - - - -  * * * * 

Learners: Will learn how to enter and 
how to exit and basic fluttering kick.
Intermediate: kicking with help of kick 

Learners: Will learn how to  breath 
and bubble in water, continue with 
the freestyle kicking.
Intermediate: Repitition of laps with 

Learners: Will learn how to  breath 
and bubble in water, continue with 
the freestyle kicking.
Intermediate: Repitition of laps with 

SWIMMING
Intermediate: kicking with help of kick 
pads for 25 mtr diastance.
Advanced: Freestyle repetition of 
laps, back stroke corrections.

Intermediate: Repitition of laps with 
kick pads,side breathing, freestyle 
repetition of laps.
Advanced: Freestyle repetition of 
laps, back stroke corrections.

Intermediate: Repitition of laps with 
kick pads,side breathing, freestyle 
repetition of laps.
Advanced: Freestyle repetition of 
laps, back stroke corrections.

 * * * * 



PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY
Children tend to dream big,thats what is great about them.Talk to them about their dreams and goals in life.Ask them to write down the 
goals .Help them take action by setting short term goals.Make a timeline for achievement.Brainstorm and develop a plan of action.What 

are the things that you need to do today to achive your goal.Help them take the baby steps to their goals.Show your unconditional 
support no matter what happens.

CREATIVE CLASSROOM DECOR 
Class Room will be decorated as per the Monthly Theme.

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: Debjani Banerjee                    Mobile Number: 7013806981

Signature of principal

mailto:principal@lakshyaschool.in

